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8. Finally We consider a tangential net. 
Two right lines through P which interseet at l'ight angles are 

touched by one eonie of the net. If the right angle included hy 
these lines turns about the vertex P the pairs of tangents drawn 
through Q to the variabIe conic form an involution. For every ray 
s, drawn through Q, determines a tangential pencil belonging to the 
net, havinp: the pairs of an involution (1', '1") in eommon with the point 
P. Thc conic touched by the orthogonal pair ('1', r') has a second 
tangent s' through Q, forming' with s a pair of the involution indi
cated above. The orthogonal pair (s, s') determining a conie for 
wlJich l' and 1" are at right angles to éach other, we can draw but 
one orthoptical circte thr-ough fhe points Pand Q. 

Aceording to the cireles ((iJ) possessing an orthogonal eircle or 
intersecting a fixed circle in two diametrically opposite points or 
passing through a fixed point, the obtained net of circles is repre
sented by an orthogonal hyperboloid of revolution with one or two 
sheets or by an orthogonal l'ight cone. 

Chemistry. - "On solubility and meltingpoi1d as ct'iter'ia fol' 
distinguishing racemie combinatioJZs, pseudoracemie müted cJ'ystals 
and inactive conglomerates." By Prof. BAKHUIS ROOZEBOOM. 

Though several times attention has been drawn to the phenomûna 
of solubility and melting in order to distinguish between the types 
mentioned above, no cel'tainty has been attained as yet. 

1. Solubility. We only get a clear insight in the phenomena of 
solubility by drawing attention to the number of solubility curves 
obtainable at a given temperature. 

B 

If Oa is the proportion of the 
saturateu solution of the dextrosub
stance D, and Ob the same for the 
laevosubstance L, these t wo are equal 
at the same temperature. 

By adding L to the D-solution 
and vice-versa we now get, if na 
racemie combination appears at the 
temperature used, nothing else than 
two solubilityeurves, starting from 

"--------:.~--"-::a:-- the points a and band meeting in 
Fig. 1. c. Their precise direction depends on 

the manifold actiolls that üan take place in the solution. From 
the perfect equivaJence of Land D it resu1ts however necessarily 
that c must always lie on the line OB, which halves the angle of 
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the axes, so that the solution which is equally satul'ated with L 
and with D is inactive, no matter how great the excess of L or D 
with which it is in contact. 

If at another temperatul'e a J'flcemic combination is possible, we 
get three solubility-curves de, efg and gh. The seeond regards the 
solutions of the combination ; here f repl'escnts the pure solution, e 
and 9 those which are acquired in presence of an excess .of Dor L. 

At the tl'ansition tempel'ature the ûurfe in the middle disappeal's 
(point A). Here too the solution is always inactive. If therefore an 
inactive substance is a conglomerate (by which I mean a solid mix
ture in which the components lie side by side separately) of Land 
D, we shall never get as a saturated solution anything else than 
point C i if the substance is a combination we can get three solu
tions, as we dissolve it alone or with an excess of L or D. 

Phenomena obsel'ved at evaporation. On this subjert expel'Îments 
bave lateI)' been made by KIPPING and POPE. Fl'om thc figure of 
the solubility-curves it is easy to deduct, in the graphic mannel' first 
instituted by 8CHREINEMAKERS, that in case of the evaporation of a 
solution containing an excess of D or L, the solution arrives at last 
in point c - that is to say becomes inactive - in case no racemie 
cODlbination exists at the temperature used. If on the other hand 
this combination does e;x:ist - we arrive with all excess of D to 
a flnal point in e, with an excess of L in g. 

In th is mannel' it would be cqually possible to make out what is 
deposited: conglomerate or combination - if in these evaporation 
expE'riments care were always taken that tbe necessary crystallisa
tionnuclei were present - a. circumstance to which K. and P. have 
paid no attention. 

Pal'tially racemz'c combinati01l8. These have lately been discovel'ed 
hy LADENBURG and been studied with a view to the flolubility in 
D- and L strychninetartrate. 

The symmetry of fig. 1 disappears in that case owing to the 
unequal solubility of thc two components. Consequently point A 
will generally lie no longel' on OB. It reslllts therefrom that the 
combination, even before its transition-temperature is reached, already 
posflesses a temperature-interval of partial de::composition. 80 Mr. LADEN

BURG is wrong in the opinion that this combination in its tI ansitwn
temperature must furnish a e.olution, contaming an equal amount of 
D- and L-tartrate. -

At temperatures situated in the decompu8ition inte/'val, we now 
oDly get two kinds of solutJOns in case the combintltwn is dlssolved 
alone and with an excess of D or L. 
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Pseudo-racemic mixed cl'ystals. As I demonstrated on a former 
occasion: mixed crystals must ue considereà as one solid phase. For 
mixed crystals formed of optical antipodes, if they exist, it will per
haps be possible to appeal' 'in every proportion. In su rh a case we 
should only get one solubility-cul've in fig. 1, connecting the points a 
and band being symmetrical again. 

If at lower temperatures, a racemic combination should appear, 
the continued mixing-series would be broken by it. Tbe sketch of 
the solubility curves would consequently be aItered in so far that 
the lines EA and GA would pass into _one continuous curve. The 
evaporation phenomena would equally be altered. 

Il. Melting points. The opinion exists 
that a hig11er melting point is a proof of a 

B racemic combination when compared with the 
melting point of the antipodes. Uncertainty 
exists when the melting point of the inactive 

EI----~---lF substance is equally high or lower. 

L+]) 

L 
Fig 2. 

c 

Here too, it is only the study of the 
meIting- and congealingcurves along their 
en ti re lengths, that can give us sufficient 

]) cel'tainty. 
If no combination, nor mixed crystals exist, 

fig. 2 must giv.e the groundplan for the 
congelation. The mixing proportions of L 
and D are indirated on thc horizontal axis, 

B the temperature on the vertical. A anJ B 
are the melting points of Land D. AC IS 

EI--...:.L,--+---=;---IK the congealing-line for liquids depositing L, 

L+.R R+D 

L ]) 

BO for such as deposit D. Every mixture 
congeals at last in G to an inactive conglo-
merate of Land D. If on the other hand 
there is a racemic combination, two types 
are possible, represented by fig. 3 and 4. 
In these G is the melting point of the com-

B bination, which is higher or lower than the 
meltmg points A and B. Independent of 
this tact, the congelation now leads to three 
curves, the one in the middle representing 

E 1-----:'!:-c-I--:,..----lK the case that the combination is deposited. 
Tt has two branches. R+.D 

If, to end with, there is a continual mixing
L'----Jl,::!:---~]) series, there will be but Olle congealing 

curve. But the latter need not be, in a rep re-
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sentation as the one -used here, a horizontal line connecting A and 
IJ-as was the opinion of KIPPING and POPE, but may quite as weIl 
show a maximum or a minimum, whinh then however lies at 50 
pCt. I even suspect such to be the case in camphersulfonic chlorid 
and carvontribromide. 

Accordipg to these views, neither a higher nor alowel' melting
point furnishes a proof on the nature of an inactive substance, but 
the study of the entire melting-line does. 

A single curve serves in case of mixed crystals, two curves in 
case of an inactive conglomerate, three in case of a combination. 

Othel' remarkable phenomena may still present themselves, in 
case transformations of the combination, mixture or conglomerate 
appeal' aftel' the congelation. 

Mathematics. - "A geometrical inferpretation ol the invariant 
11 (a b)2 of a bi1W1'Y form a211 of even degree". By Prof. 

11+1 

P. H. SCHOUTE. 

With regard to the creation of the beautiful theory of the in
variants undoubtedly very much is due to SYLVESTER as weIl 
as to ARONHOLD, BOOLE, BRIOSCHI, C.A.YLJW, CLEBscrr, GORD.A.N, 
TlERMITE and others. As early as 1851, indeed, he developed in his 
treatise: "On a 1'emarkable discot'el'y in the theo1'y of canonical fm'ms 
and of hyperdeterminants" (Phil. Mag., Vol. TI of Series 4, p. 
301-410) the foundation upon which tho theory of the canollical 
forms is based. The principal contents con sist of the proof of two 
theorems. According to the first the general binal'Y form of the odd 
degree 2 n-I can always be wl'ittell in a single way as the sum 
of thc 2 n-1 st powel's of n binary linear forms; according to the 
second the binary form of the even degree 2 n can be written as 
the sum of the 2 nth powers of n binary linear forms - and in 
that case in a single way too - only when a certain invariant 
vanishes. For this invariant with which we shall deal here compare 
a.o. GUNDELFINGER'S treatise in the "Joul'n. f. Math.", Vol. 100, 
p. 413-424, 1883, and S.A.LMON'S "Modern highe?' algebra", 4th ed., 
p. 156, 1885. So the theory of invariants of a certain form of any 
kind is ruled by the question about ihe minimum number of ho· 
nlOnymolls powers of linear forms hy which it can be repre'3ented, 
(Compare a.o. REYE in the "JOU1'l'I. f. Jlath.", Vol. 731d , p.114-122). 
With this the theory of involutions of a higher dimension and order 
are closely allied. Likewise theorems p,re deduced from it relating to 


